
Overview of the Compensation Standards for the Major Categories of Damages 【Appendix 2】

※This is a provisional translation. In the event of inconsistency between Japanese version and English version, Japanese version prevails.

Persons Eligible for Compensation Standard for Compensation Example for necessary documents

Damage due to evacuation instruction by the government

Evacuation expense

Homecoming expense

Temporarily returning home
expense

□ For persons subject to evacuation below and paid
transportation and accommodation expenses etc.
- Persons evacuated from the area subject to evacuation
(the “Area”) after the Accident and had to stay outside of
the Area
- Persons who have their homes in the Area, were out of
the Area at the time of the Accident and had to stay
outside of the Area.
- Persons who had to stay indoor at the area subject to
indoor evacuation.

○Transportation expenses
・Within the same prefecture: In principle, we pay JPY 5,000 per person per time. If the transportation expense
exceeds JPY 5,000, we would like to confirm the actual situation.
・Transportation by a personal vehicle beyond the prefectural border: We pay the standard amount (personal vehicle)
we set out per the starting point and destination.
・Transportation by other means beyond the prefectural border: In principle, we pay the standard amount (by other
means) we set out per the starting point and destination. If the transportation expense exceeds the standard amount,
we would like to confirm the actual situation.
○Accommodation expenses
・The standard is the actual cost. In principle, JPY 8,000 per person per night is the upper limit. If the accommodation
expense exceeds JPY 8,000, we would like to confirm the actual situation.
○Moving cost for furniture
・Moving by a personal vehicle within the same prefecture: In principle, we pay JPY 5,000 for one way per time. If the
moving expense exceeds JPY 5,000, we would like to confirm the actual situation.
・Moving by a personal vehicle beyond the prefectural border: We pay the standard amount (by a personal vehicle)
we set out per the starting point and destination.
・Moving by other means: We pay the actual expense.
○Decontamination cost
・In principle, we pay JPY 5,000 per time. If the decontamination cost exceeds JPY 5,000, we would like to confirm
the actual situation.

（１）Document evidencing the actual cost
　　　Receipt
（２）Document evidencing that decontamination was conducted
　　　Certificate for decontamination result
etc.

Life and bodily damage

□Persons who incurred injury, got illness, or passed away
due to mandatory evacuation

□Persons who had to pay medical expenses in order to
prevent deterioration of health caused by mandatory
evacuation (elder persons or with preexisting disorder)

○Medical expenses
・In principle, we pay the actual cost.
※1 As for prevention cost for preexisting disorders, we pay 50% of the amount exceeding JPY 100,000.
※2 We would like you to submit a medical certificate for claims with the cumulative total of equal to or exceeding
JPY 100,000.
※3 As for compensation, residual disability, PTSD and loss of revenue from demise, we would like to confirm the
actual situation and compensate on a case by case basis.

○Transportation expenses
・Taxi: We would like to confirm the actual situation.
・Other means of transportation: In principle, we pay JPY 5,000 per person per time. If the amount exceeds JPY
5,000, we would like to confirm the actual situation.

○Accommodation expenses
・The same as evacuation expenses.

（１）Document evidencing the actual cost
　　　Receipt
（２）Document evidencing that the disorder of illness was
because of evacuation
　　　A medical certificate
etc.

Damages for incapacity to work

□For persons living in the Area or whose work place is in
the Area:
・Cannot work due to evacuation and cannot earn money
・Who was planning to begin / return to work as of March
11, 2011, cannot work due to evacuation and cannot earn
money

○reduction of revenue + additional cost

(previous average income ‒ current actual income) + moving cost etc

※1 For person who cannot submit documents proving previous income, we will calculate and pay for the reduction of
revenue by a standard salary (JPY 30,000 ‒ JPY 150,000 / month) determined by the form and hours of work.

（１）Document evidencing employment and form of work
　　　Certificate of Employment, Insurance Card
（２）Document evidencing previous income
　　　Income tax payment certificate
　　　Payment slip
　　　Bank passbook
（３）Document evidencing the moving cost
　　　Receipt
etc.

Non-economic damage by evacuation

□For persons subject to evacuation ○For person evacuated, as for the period from March 11, 2011 to August 31, 2011, we pay JPY 100,000 or JPY
120,000 per month. As for the period from September 1, 2011 to February 29, 2012, we pay JPY 50,000 per month.

※1 After March 1, 2012, we will consider taking account of the status of the Accident
※2 As for persons continuing indoor evacuation, we pay JPY 100,000 per person.

（１）Documents certifying that the person has evacuated from
the Area
　　　Residence certificate
etc.

Medical examination expenses

□Persons who evacuated and paid the medical
examination expenses or radiation examination expenses
because of the Accident

○Examination cost
・Medical examination: JPY 8,000 per examination.
If the cost for medical examination exceeds JPY 8,000, we would like to confirm the actual situation.
・Radiation examination: JPY 15,000 per examination.
If the cost for medical examination exceeds JPY 15,000, we would like to confirm the actual situation.
○Travel and accommodation expenses
・The same as Life and bodily damage

（１）Document evidencing that examination is done
　　　Certificate of Examination Result
（２）Document evidencing the actual cost
　　　Receipt
etc.

Examination expenses for property

□Persons who own a property in the Area and paid the
radiation examination expense for that property.

○Radiation examination expense
・JPY 17,000 per examination
If the radiation examination cost exceeds JPY 17,000, we would like to confirm the actual situation.
・In principle, once for a property.

（１）Document evidencing that examination is done
　　　Certificate of Examination Result
（２）Document evidencing the actual cost
　　　Receipt
etc.

Loss or diminishment of property
value

□Persons who own a property in the Area and experience
loss or diminishment of a property value because of the
Accident

→We will continuously consider and announce later due to the following reasons
- The designation for caution zone is not yet lifted
- It is impractical to check or assume the status of property

Damage item
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Persons Eligible for Compensation Standard for Compensation Example for necessary documentsDamage item

Business damage (corporation and
sole proprietor (inclusive of
forestry))

□Corporations and sole proprietors (inclusive of forestry)
running a business in the Area on March 11, 2011 and
suffered damages because of evacuation

○Loss of revenue by evacuation + additional cost

(gross margin based on past record ‒ fixed and variable cost you could avoid payment(※1))×Ratio for loss of
revenue this year(※2) + additional cost

※1 We evaluate based on past record
※2 limited to loss of revenue by evacuation

（１）Documents certifying status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Documents evidencing operation of business
　　　Certificate of tax payment
（３）Documents evidencing past income
　　　Profit and loss statement
　　　Tax return
etc.

Business damage (agriculture)

□Corporations and sole proprietors (inclusive of forestry)
managing farming in the Area on March 11, 2011 and
suffered damages because of evacuation.

○Loss of revenue by evacuation + additional cost

Square footage of arable land that cannot be cultivated×expected income per footage + subsidy + additional cost

○Loss of revenue by evacuation + additional cost (livestock farming)

Number of livestock×expected income per livestock + additional cost

（１）Documents certifying agricultural income
　　　Tax return
（２）Documents evidencing the business is farming
　　　Farmland basic register
（３）Documents evidencing breeding livestock
　　　Identification number
etc.

Business damage (fishery)

□Corporations and sole proprietors (inclusive of forestry)
managing fishing in the Area on March 11, 2011 and
suffered damages because of evacuation.

○Loss of revenue by evacuation + additional cost

Past average fishing hauls ‒ past average expenses + actual cost paid + additional cost

（１）Documents certifying fisherman
　　　Certificate of fisherman
（２）Documents evidencing past income
　　　Certificate of tax payment
　　　Tax return
etc.

Damage due to the designation of the navigational hazard zone and the no-fly zone by the government

Business damage

□Corporations and sole proprietors managing fishing,
coastal shipping industry, passenger liners and air
transport business suffered damages due to the
designation of the navigational hazard zone and the no-fly
zone.

○Loss of revenue by cancelling business in the navigational hazard zone and the no-fly zone + additional cost

(gross margin based on past record ‒ fixed and variable cost you could avoid payment(※1))×Ratio for loss of
revenue this year(※2) + additional cost

※1 We evaluate based on past record
※2 limited to loss of revenue by designation of the navigational hazard zone and the no-fly zone

（１）Document evidencing the status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Document evidencing past income
　　　Profit and loss statement
　　　Tax return
etc.

Damage due to incapacity

□Employees who can no longer work because employers
are operators suffering loss of income due to the
designation of the navigational hazard zone and the no-fly
zone that makes it impossible for those operators to run
the business resulting in deteriorated financial conditions.

→ We will announce later after confirming the actual situation of business damage by the designation of the
navigational hazard zone and the no-fly zone.

（１）Document evidencing employment and form of work
　　　Certificate of Employment, Insurance Card
（２）Document evidencing previous income
　　　Income tax payment certificate
　　　Payment slip
　　　Bank passbook
etc.

Damage due to shipment restriction of primary industry products by the goverment

Business damage (agriculture and
forestry)

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are farmers or
lumberjacks that suffered damages because of shipment
restriction imposed to the subject area.

○Loss of revenue because of shipment restriction + additional cost

damages for crops harvested(※1) + damages by disposal at the field(※2) + damages by abandoning planting(※3) +
additional cost

※1 damages for crops harvested = actual sales price × harvested quantity
※2 damages by disposal at the field = planned sales price × disposed quantity ‒ shipping cost
※3 damages by abandoning planting = planned sales price × planned production volume  × expected income ratio
※4 we are considering the treatment of damages for shipment restriction of beef because of detection of Cesium

（１）Documents evidencing the business is farming
　　　Farmland basic register
（２）Documents evidencing price and volume
　　　Sales slip, shipment slip
（３）Documents evidencing income
　　　Tax return
（４）Documents evidencing the actual cost
　　　Abandonment slip
etc.

Business damage (fishery)

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are fishermen
that suffered damages because of request for refraining
fishing

○Loss of revenue because of request for refraining fishing + additional cost

Past average fishing hauls ‒ past average expenses + actual cost paid + additional cost

（１）Documents certifying fisherman
　　　Certificate of fisherman
（２）Documents evidencing past income
　　　Certificate of tax payment
　　　Tax return
（３）Documents evidencing actual cost
　　　Abandonment slip
etc.

Business damage (processing and
distribution industries)

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are in processing
and distribution industries that suffered damages because
they already purchased or processed items subject to the
shipment restriction and had to give up selling them.

○ Loss of revenue by the shipment restriction + additional cost

Quantity gave up selling because of the shipment restriction × planned sales price ‒ shipment cost + additional cost

（１）Documents certifying status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Documents evidencing price and volume
　　　Sales slip, shipment slip
（３）Documents the quantity of stock
　　　Book
（４）Documents evidencing past income
　　　Profit and loss statement
etc.
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Persons Eligible for Compensation Standard for Compensation Example for necessary documentsDamage item

Damage due to incapacity

□Employees who can no longer work because employers
are operators suffering loss of income due to the
shipment restriction resulting in deteriorated financial
conditions.

→　We will announce later after confirming the actual situation of business damage by the shipment restriction. （１）Document evidencing employment and form of work
　　　Certificate of Employment, Insurance Card
（２）Document evidencing previous income
　　　Income tax payment certificate
　　　Payment slip
　　　Bank passbook
etc.

Examination expenses for property
□Corporations and sole proprietors that examined
properties because of shipment restriction

○Examination expense because of the shipment restriction
In principle, the actual cost. We would like to confirm the necessity of the examination.

（１）Document evidencing the actual examination expense
　　　Receipt
etc.
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Damage due to other governmental instructions

Business damage

□Corporations and sole proprietors that suffered
damages because of governmental instruction regarding
the Accident.

○Loss of revenue by the instruction + additional cost

(gross margin based on past record ‒ fixed and variable cost you could avoid payment(※1))×Ratio for loss of
revenue this year(※2) + additional cost

※1 We evaluate based on past record
※2 limited to loss of revenue by the governmental instruction

（１）Document evidencing the status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Document evidencing past income
　　　Profit and loss statement
　　　Tax return
etc.

Damage due to incapacity

□Employees who can no longer work because employers
are operators suffering loss of income due to the
governmental instruction resulting in deteriorated financial
conditions.

→We will announce later after confirming the actual situation of business damage by the governmental instruction. （１）Document evidencing employment and form of work
　　　Certificate of Employment, Insurance Card
（２）Document evidencing previous income
　　　Income tax payment certificate
　　　Payment slip
　　　Bank passbook
etc.

Examination expenses for property

□Corporations and sole proprietors that examined
properties because of the governmental instruction.

○Examination expense because of the governmental instruction
In principle, the actual cost. We would like to confirm the necessity of the examination.

（１）Document evidencing the actual examination expense
　　　Receipt
etc.

Reputation damage

Reputation damage of agriculture,
forestry and fisheries

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are farmers,
lumberjacks and fishermen selling listed items in the
subject region in the interim guideline that suffered
damages from loss of sales because of the Accident

○Loss of revenue due to loss of sales due to the Accident + additional cost

Sales volume based on past record × price down rate of the market price of subject items by loss of sales +
additional cost

※1 price down rate of the market price of subject items is “average price down rate at the prefecture ‒ average
price down rate of the overall unaffected prefectures” based on the market data. We are considering the actual
figures.

※2 We are considering the reputation damage for for shipment restriction of beef because of detection of Cesium

（１）Document evidencing that they are farmers, lumberjacks or
fishermen
　　　Certificate of business
（２）Document evidencing past income
　　　Profit and loss statement
　　　Tax return
etc.

Reputation damage of agricultural
and marine products processing,
food manufacturing and
distribution industries

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are agricultural
and marine products processors or food manufacturers
that suffered damages from loss of sales because of the
Accident.

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are agricultural
and marine products processors or food manufacturers
using listed items in the subject region in the interim
guideline or water that is subject to intake restriction that
suffered damages from loss of sales because of the
Accident.

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are distributors
continuously handling listed items in the subject region in
the interim guideline that suffered damages from loss of
sales of the already purchased products because of the
Accident.

○Loss of revenue due to loss of sales because of the Accident + additional cost

(gross margin based on past record ‒ fixed and variable cost you could avoid payment(※1))×(Ratio for loss of sales
‒ ratio for loss of sales not because of the Accident(※2)) + additional cost

※1 We evaluate based on past record
※2 We are considering the ratio for loss of sales not because of the Accident

（１）Document evidencing the status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Document evidencing past income
　　　Profit and loss statement
　　　Tax return
（３）Document evidencing loss of sales
　　　Book
etc.

Reputation damage of tourism

□Corporations and sole proprietors meeting all conditions
below:
- Who has the base of sales in Fukushima Prefecture,
Tochigi Prefecture, Ibaraki Prefecture or Gumma
Prefecture.
- Mainly tourists are the main target for sales.
- Suffered loss of sales from cancellation or not making
reservation because of the Accident.

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are in tourism
industry suffered loss of sales from cancellation by foreign
tourists.

○Loss of revenue due to cancellation or not making reservation because of the Accident + additional cost

(gross margin based on past record ‒ fixed and variable cost you could avoid payment(※1))×(Ratio for loss of sales
‒ ratio for loss of sales not because of the Accident(※2)) + additional cost

※1 We evaluate based on past record
※2 We are considering the ratio for loss of sales not because of the Accident

○Loss of revenue due to cancellation by foreign tourists after the Accident higher than normal rate (※1) up to the
end of May + additional cost

※1 We are considering the method in determining the cancellation ratio taking account of the actual situation.

（１）Document evidencing the status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Document evidencing past income
　　　Tax return
　　　Statement of accounts
　　　Certificate of tax payment
（３）Document evidencing cancellation rate and loss of sales
　　　Book
etc.

Reputation damage of
manufacturing and servicing
industry

□Corporations and sole proprietors meeting all conditions
below:
- Who has been doing manufacturing business or service
business at the base in Fukushima Prefecture.
- Suffered loss of sales at that base because of the
Accident.

○Loss of revenue due to cancellation or not making reservation because of the Accident + additional cost

(gross margin based on past record ‒ fixed and variable cost you could avoid payment(※1))×(Ratio for loss of sales
‒ ratio for loss of sales not because of the Accident(※2)) + additional cost

※1 We evaluate based on past record
※2 We are considering the ratio for loss of sales not because of the Accident

（１）Document evidencing the status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Document evidencing past income
　　　Tax return
　　　Statement of accounts
　　　Certificate of tax payment
（３）Document evidencing loss of sales
　　　Book
etc.
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Reputation damage pertaining to
export

□Corporations and sole proprietors who are exporters
that paid necessary and reasonable examination expenses
per request by the export destination country.

□Corporations and sole proprietors who suffered
damages when the export destination country declared
nonimportation either of conditions below
- The merchandise was already exported or produced /
manufactured. The merchandise had to be disposed or
sold to another person.
- Had to terminate production / manufacturing.

○examination expenses per request by the export destination country + cost for issuance of certificates

Examination expenses + cost for issuance of certificates

○Loss of revenue due to disposal, resale or termination of production of merchandise + additional cost

The amount of damage calculated from the contract + additional cost

（１）Document evidencing the status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Document evidencing the actual cost
　　　Receipt
（３）Document evidencing nonimportation
　　　Contract
　　　Termination notice
（４）Others
　　　Certificate of disposal
　　　Tax return
etc.

Indirect damage

Business Damage

□Corporations and sole proprietors who had certain
economical relationship with the primary damaged party.
The relationship is irreplaceable because of the nature of
the business.

○Loss of revenue due to indirect damage + additional cost

(gross margin based on past record ‒ fixed and variable cost you could avoid payment( ※2))×Ratio
for loss of sales (※3) + additional cost

※1 We would like to confirm that the relationship is irreplaceable and the damage is due to
evacuation or cessation of business by the primary damaged party by contracts etc.
※2 We evaluate based on past record
※3 Limited to indirect damage from irreplaceable business with the primary damaged party

（１）Document evidencing the status
　　　Registration (or residence certificate)
（２）Document evidencing the relationship with the primary
damaged party
　　　Contract
　　　Corporate brochure (website)
（３）Document evidencing past sales
　　　Tax return
　　　Book
etc.

Damage due to incapacity

□Employees who were hired by corporations and sole
proprietors who had certain economical and irreplaceable
relationship with the primary damaged party.

→　We will announce later after confirming the actual situation of business damage by indirect damage. （１）Document evidencing employment and form of work
　　　Certificate of Employment, Insurance Card
（２）Document evidencing previous income
　　　Income tax payment certificate
　　　Payment slip
　　　Bank passbook
etc.

Damage by radiation exposure

Damage by radiation exposure

□Persons specified in the interim guideline, had acute or
late-onset radiation injury by radiation exposure due to
the Accident, with deteriorated health that required
treatment, got illness or passed away.

→　We will announce later after confirming the actual situation of radiation injury by adiation exposure.

Others

Property damage of local
governments

→　We will consider and announce later taking account of the settlement of the Accident as the lifting date of
evacuation is not fixed yet and the method for decontamination is not yet clear.


